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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to describe current
practices in various states used to identify linguistically different
students, provide a review of literature regarding recommended
practices, and offer alternative practices for identifying
linguistically different students. The paper provides an information
base regarding current identification practices; suggests a way to
systematically identify limited English proficient student using
multiple criteria; and offers a paradigm that will allow the U.S.
Department of Education and the various state departments of
education to collect consistent data regarding the students in need
of English language assistance. Two responses to the paper, one by
Julia Lara, the other by Robert Rueda, are provided. (VWL)
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JoAnn Canales
North Texas State University

The development of the paper was rather like deja vu. Since
1974, when I entered the public school system as a recent graduate
of a Speech Pathology program, I had all the answers...until I started
working with children in a Chapter 1 identified campus in a border
town school district. Each year, teachers would refer entire classes
to me, and I realized quickly that I did not have the slightest idea
how to tell the difference between those in need of Speech Pathology
services and those in need of English language development services.
Two decades later, we still wrestle with the same issues, and I
submit to you that, given the background of the students now entering the public school system, more and more students will be in need
of English language development/Speech Pathology services related
to articulation and language disorders, regardless of their ethnic or
linguistic background.

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to describe current practices in
various states used to identify linguistically different students, provide a review of the literature regarding recommended practices, and
offer alternative practices for identifying linguistically different students. The expectation is that the information contained herein can
serve multi-fold purposes:
1.

provide an information base regarding current identification
practices

2.

suggest a way to systematically identify limited English proficient students using multiple criteria; and

3.

offer a paradigm that will allow the United States Department of
Education and the various state departments of education to collect consistent data regarding the students in need of English
language assistance.

Methodology
To this end, in addition to a review of the literature, surveys
were mailed to 17 states that provided a geographical representation
of the eastern, heartland, and western regions as well as a multilingual and multicultural representation of the 17 states surveyed, 9
responded. These states graciously responded within a two-week
time frame which is most deeply appreciated and acknowledged.
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The recommendations in the section entitled "Paradigm for Determining English Language Assessment Needs" seeks 1:o incorporate

yet expand current practices extant in the various states. The intent
is to make the modification of traditional practices more palatable
and pragmatic which will enable practitioners to move toward the
use of multiple criteria for identification and assessment of linguistically different students.

Review of Language Assessment Practices
in Selected States
The purpose of the survey was to obtain data on the LEP population and the English speaking population by grade level with respect
to ethnicity, language(s) spoken, and program offerings and to examine these data for any relational patterns between the size and the
type of the LEP population versus the identification and assessment
practices in the various states.
The limited information received as a result of the survey precluded making any generalizable observations. An attempt to utilize
data provided by another national study (Olsen, 1991) yielded some
discrepancies between data provided in the report and data provided
by some of the states surveyed. Thus, efforts to address the intent of
the survey were not very successful.
Sufficient information was provided, however, regarding the
identification and assessment practices utilized to make the following
observations:
Home Language Surveys (HLS) are used by each of the responding states as the initial screening instrument although the number of
items on the HLS varied from state to state. Also, some states, such
as New Mexico, use ethnicity as the identification criteria on the
HLS and others use languages spoken. Variations in these instruments generate different kinds of information that can be collected
regarding LEP populations. One additional factor that may be problematic in using this self-report type of instrument stems from misinformed parents or guardians who feel a need to misrepresent the native language spoken in the home. Such parents often feel that their
children will be placed in programs that are not conducive to learning English if they respond truthfully on the HLS.
Standardized Achievement Tests (SATs) are used by every state,
however, the cutoff score for identification, and exit criteria, varies
between the 23rd percentile and the 40th percentile. This large discrepancy between cutoff scores will significantly impact on the number of LEP students identified per state.
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Oral Language Proficiency Tests (OLPTs) are also used by every
state although some states, such as New Mexico, limit their recommendations to four specifically listed OLPTs and others, such as
Texas, list eight possible options. Inter- and intra-state variations in
the OLPTs utilized also contribute to inconsistent identification and
data collection practices because there is no correlation between the
various instruments.

Some of the states suggest the use of optional criteria and merely
list the possibilities, e.g., interviews, observations, and classroom
performance, while other states (Louisiana, New Mexico) suggest
specific interview techniques or checklists for specific performance
behaviors. Regardless of the optional criteria used, the difficulty lies
in that there is no apparent means of correlating performance on
these alternative measures with their performance on the SATs or
the OLPTs.
Additionally, many states allow each school district total autonomy regarding procedures utilized. This factor, coupled with the
wide variation in practices, has implications for collecting consistent
data regarding the number of LEP students, the kinds of languages
spoken, and the level of assistance needed. Further, it makes it extremely difficult to conduct statewide or nationwide research on programs serving LEP students that will yield consistent, credible, and
defensible data for decision makers in the field.

Recommended Integrative Approaches to
Language Assessment
In reviewing the states' practices for identifying LEP students,
two criteria surfaced repeatedly as being used extensively, although
the manner in which these criteria were used varied. These two criteria are the standardized achievement tests and the oral language
proficiency tests. Much has been written about the itiadequacies of
standardized achievement tests and oral language proficiency tests
as measures of an individual's proficiency in English (Canales, 1990;
TEA, 1988; Oiler, 1973). Regardless of their shortcomings, to date,
they have been widely used by the majority of the states as a basis
for consistent measurement of students' linguistic performance.
Since the 1970s, however, several options have been recommended
that would provide practitioners with a more realistic and comprehensive assessment of an individual's English language proficiency
(Canales, 1990; Erickson, 1981; Thonis, 1980; Oiler, 1973). Some
states reported using these measures, or at least recommending
them as optional measures in their state publications.
These optional measures assess language proficiency while a student is engaged in a meaningful speech event. This is known as an
integrative approach to language assessment because students utilize
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several communication skills simultaneously. The use of these recommended measures to assess an individual's integrative use oflanguage skills is necessary because, heretofore, primary measures of
language assessment, namely SATs and OLPTs, have focused on discreet items of language proficiency, e.g, use of verb tense, use of correct vocabulary term. This process severely limits the amount of information regarding an individual's actual proficiency with a language because language usage:
1.

is dynamic and contextually based (varies depending upon the
situation, the speakers, and the topic)

2.

is discursive (requires connected speech)

3.

requires the use of integrative skills to achieve communicative
competence.

This definition of language usage is predicated on a socio-linguistic theoretical base suggesting that language is more than just a sum
of its discrete parts. The implication then is that language assessment instruments also need to follow a similar theoretical base, a
practice that has historically been ignored in traditional language
assessment procedures (Canales, 1990).

Language assessment instruments consistent with this philosophy are known as measures of integrative skills and include observation instruments (rating scales and checklists), interviews, dictation
tests, and doze instruments. A de:. .ption of each follows.

Observation Instruments
Classroom observations of students interacting in various settings are the basis for determining students' linguistic proficiency. A
student's linguistic performance in listening and speaking is rated
on a five-point scale of proficiency, ranging from non-native speaker
of English to proficient speaker of English, for each of the four linguistic subsystems -- graphophonemic (letters/sounds), lexicon (vocabulary), morphology (grammar), and semantics (syntax/meaning)
(see Appendix A & B). These rating scales are completed by the
classroom teacher after observing students in various classroom settings. Separate rating scales can also be completed for observations
of casual, social interactions, such as playground or cafeteria talk.
Appropriate completion of these rating scales requires that the classroom teacher have an understanding of the criteria used to rate each
of the linguistic subsystems.
The behaviors on the rating scale can also be listed in a checklist
format in increasing order of difficulty for ease in scoring and analysis.
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Interviews
Structured interviews are developed and administered on an individual basis. Ideally, an examiner should conduct the interview
while a language specialist transcribes the examinee's responses,
noting the use of the four linguistic subsystems. The advantages of
this kind of measure are that it can be individually tailored to the
experiences of the examinee and it allows the examiner opportunities
to explore an individual's knowledge of the language.

The disadvantages, however, are several. First, it usually requires two people to administer the interview, a skilled interviewer
and a language specialist. Second, this interview scenario has the
potential to distract the examinee and perhaps contribute to &minished responses because of intimidation, especially for young children. Third, individualized administration makes it a time-consuming procedure. Finally, without appropriate scaling criteria, interviews are unsuitable for widespread use in schools as a tool for identification and placement of students.

Dictation Tests
The examinee listens to text dictated from graded material and
writes down what is heard. The premise for this measure of integrative skills is that the individual needs to have knowledge of the four
linguistic subsystems in order to convert speech to print. The use of
dictation tests is advantageous because they:
are easily developed from material used in everyday classroom
situations such as basal readers, science books, or social studies
books;

can be administered in a group setting; and
do not require extensive specialized training to develop or administer.
The few disadvantages of dictation tests, which can occur in the
administration phase and the scoring phase, are manageable if the
examiner is aware of them. First, an examiner's dialectal differences
may cause difficulties in transcribing speech to print, a problem that
could be overcome by using a taped version of the dictation. A related problem, students' lack of familiarity with this type of test, can
be mitigated with practice sessions prior to the actual dictation to be
used as the measure of language proficiency.
Second, an examinee's unfamiliarity with all of the variations in
spelling of English sounds may cause interference for the examinee
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in converting speech to print, for example, writing "miss is esmith"
for "Mrs. Smith," for example. This difficulty can be overcome by
having the dictation tests scored by someone who knows the differences between the graphic and phonetic systems of the examinee's
native language compared to the system in English.

Third, the dictation test requires that the individual being tested
knows how to write and finally, appropriate criteria for scaling need
to be developed as in the case of the interviews.

Cloze Instruments
The examinee is asked to complete a readability-graded passage
from which words have been omitted at regular intervals (usually
every fifth word). The premise of this procedure is that language is
highly redundant, with many contextual clues that can inform the
examinee of the appropriate missing words if that person has a command of the language being tested. Cloze instruments have been
used for many years and validated by reading specialists. Administered and analyzed properly, the results of doze tests will yield information regarding the examinee's level of facility with the text. Such
information is useful in planning for students' instructional needs.

In addition to its instructional orientation, there are many advantages to this procedure. The test can be prepared easily using
texts that students use in the classroom, thus making the assessment procedure a functional one. Further, the test can be administered in a group setting and quickly scored. If administered to native
English speakers at the same grade level, their scores can serve as a
basis of comparison for the non-native speakers' scores. Additionally,
the construction, administration, and scoring of the doze test do not
require any extensive specialized training to use correctly.
The difficulty in implementing the use of integrative measures of
English language proficiency lies in the lack of
broad based acceptance with respect to their ease of development
and administration,

understanding of the breadth and depth of their usefulness, and
standardized procedures for consistently collecting and correlating alternative data on students.

These factors preclude the use of 'integrative measure' data in
making uniform decisions regarding the identification, placement,
and exit needs of LEP students.
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Following is a model for ameliorating this dilemma. The scope of
the model, however, exceeds the traditional practice of identification
and can be used to make decisions for placement and exit, as well.
Use of this model consolidates the gathering of information for practitioners and enables them to make informed decisions regarding the
needs of the linguistically different children.

Paradigm for Determining English
Language Assistance Needs
The model mentioned above is a comprehensive process that
identifies not only students in need of language assistance but the
level of assistance needed as well. The process involves a systematic
documentation of students' linguistic proficiency in formal and informal settings and academic and non-academic settings. In short, this
process generates a profile of a student's needs for language assistance and thus, has been titled the English Language Assistance
Needs (ELAN) Profile Chart. The ELAN Profile Chart enables practitioners to document data needed to appropriately meet the instructional needs of students and the programmatic needs of campuses.

There are specific steps that must be addressed prior to implementing the effective use of such a model. These steps include

identifying criteria to be used,
developing a Likert rating scale to accompany each criterion,
determining the range of scores possible for each category of

need, and

designing and implementing the training necessary to institutionalize the process.
Specifically, each step entails the following considerations.

Criteria Development
A comprehensive assessment of a student's language assistance
need(s) requires that data be gathered in three areas. These three
sets of data include non-academic related Qral language proficiency
data, social data, and academic data (OSA). In each of these areas
local/state education agencies have the flexibility to include as many
options as are feasible to be undertaken. The important consideration is that each option be clearly delineated and available to all of
the individuals involved to ensure consistency of implementation.
Some of the examples of the types of options have been mentioned in
the section entitled "Review of Language Assessment Practices in Se95
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lected States" and discussed in the section entitled "Recommended
Integrative Approaches to Language Assessment." These options,
and others, are listed below along with a brief rationale for their utilization.

Oral Language Proficiency Data
Home Language Survey This serves as an initial screening and
is currently used in many states. It can provide useful information
regarding baseline data such as language(s) spoken in the home.

Oral Language Proficiency Test -- These prepackaged instruments provide inexperienced practitioners with baseline data regarding students' linguistic performance albeit minimal data.

Oral Language Interview Instruments -- These instruments enable interviewers to probe for information not readily accessible
through pen and paper tests.
Observation Instruments Provide detailed, comprehensive data
on students as they engage in actual speech events which minimize
the intimidation factor present in other testing situations.

Social Data
Socio-Economic Status (SES) An often disregarded criterion,
the SES of a student can offer valuable information regarding the
amount of oral/aural stimulation received in the home. Typically,
children from low to mid SES home environments are not likely to
have

engaged in much dialogue,

been read to by their parents,
or experienced summer camps, organized sports, or other similar
experiences that help develop linguistic skills.
Schooling Experience -- This, too, is an often disregarded criterion. Information gained can inform practitioners about the possible
level of skills learned in a formal school setting. If these skills are
not continuously developed or are developed in a country other than
that of the target community, students will need additional intervention services.

Observation Data -- This information obtained from the home
and other social settings such as the playground, the cafeteria, etcetera can validate, or confirm, other data gathered.
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Academic Data
Achievement Test -- Standardized achievement tests have been a
primary source of data used by many states. As mentioned previously, however, the cut off score for eligibility has varied from state
to state. Many states also use state-specific standardized tests. Unless these instruments are administered at each grade level, such instruments will not provide consistent data and, thus are not recommended for use as criteria.
Cioze Test -- Used by many states, such instruments provide useful data regarding the students' language proficiency level with
classroom text information that is the basis for participation and promotion in the schooling process. Its ease of administration and scoring make it a valuable criterion for consideration.
Six Weeks Grades -- This criterion provides formative data on
students' performance and is the primary criterion used for promotion. The mean should be monitored during each six weeks across
subject areas and the mean for the first five of the six weeks should
be used as one of the criteria for assessing English language assistance needs. Individual school agencies need to establish specific
subject areas to include in the mean.
Observation Data Checklists or rating scales utilizing specific
performance criteria can provide information regarding students' use
of language in contextual situations.

While the number of criteria suggested above may seem unreasonable, multiple data are necessary to develop a consistent and defensible process for documenting the identification, placement, and
progress of LEP students and the benefit of effective programs
needed to serve thent.

Likert Rating Scale Development
The second necessary step in the process is the development of a
rating scale for each criterion to be included in the ELAN Profile
Chart (see Appendix 0). A five-point scale is recommended to provide consistency across sites using a similar procedure. Following
are examples of suggested scales as well as brief rationales/exple-nations for the descriptors accompanying each rating.
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Home Language Survey
1 -- Only Native Language ipoken
2 -- Mostly Native Language Spoken
3 -- Native and English Languages Spoken
4 -- Mostly English Spoken
5 -- Only English Spoken
Most of the home language surveys presently used by state or
local education agencies ask three to eight questions that would yield
this information. Examples of some of the questions include,
Which language did your child first learn to speak?
What language does your child use most often at home?
What language do you most often use to speak to your child?
What language does the father speak to his child most of the
time?
What language does the child speak to his/her father most of
the time?
What language does the mother speak to her child most of
the time?
What language does the child speak to his/her mother most of
the time?
V1/4That language does your child speak to his/her brothers and

sisters most of the time?
What language does your child speak to his/her friends most
of the time?

Oral Language Proficiency Instrument
1 -- Non-English Speaker
2 -- Extremely Limited English Proficiency
3 -- Limited English Proficiency
4 -- Near Native-Like English Proficiency
5 -- Fluent English, Native-Like Proficiency

The descriptors for this scale reflect those found in OLPTs
adopted for state use. Each descriptor has a range of possible scores
based on the students' performance on the test.

Oral Language Interview Instrument
-- 80-100 percent Native Language Responses
2 -- 50- 79 percent Native Language Responses
3 -- < 50 percent in either Language
4 -- 50- 79 percent English Language Responses
5 -- 80-100 percent English Language Responses
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This scale can be applied to any interview instrument regardless
of the number of items contained therein. While specific response
criteria is not provided, the expectation is that the interviewer will
have been appropriately trained to score acceptable responses.

Observation Data
1 -- Pre-Production Stage
2 -- Early Production Stage
3 -- Speech Emergence Stage
4 -- Intermediate Stage
5 -- Fluent Stage

These are widely used labels for the various stages of language
development (references). Specific behaviors relevant to each of the
stages can be found in Appendix C.

Socio-Economic Status
1 -- < $5,000
2 -- $5,000 - 10,000
3 -- 10,000 - 25,000
4 -- 25,000 - 35,000
5 -- 35,000 - 45,000

These ranges are partially aroitrarily based on the qualifications
for free and reduced lunch as well as a general approximation of the
relative cost of meeting the basic needs of a family versus the
affordability of "frills."
[Note: Perhaps a more precise scale can be determined using the
current Poverty Level Index that considers the number of family
members versus the income.]

Schooling Experience
1 -- No Previous Schooling or All English Program Only
2 -- Intern kited Schooling/Some ESL Instruction
3 -- Schooling in Other Countries
4 -- ESL program only since entering U.S. school system
5 -- Bilingual education program only since entering U.S. school system

This factor is critical to successful participation in the academic
setting. Students with little or no previous formal schooling experiences or students placed in inappropriate programs will be in need of
extensive linguistic and cultural education services.
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Observation Data (Home, with friends)
1 -- Uses native language ONLY in all settings
2 -- Relies on native language in all settings
3 -- Uses the native language sparingly in all settings
4 -- Uses the English language with friends only
5 -- Uses the English language mostly in all settings

Knowledge of language use in various settings can also indicate the possible level of proficiency with respect to vocabulary development.

Standardized Achievement Data
1 -- < 20 %ile
2 -- 20-29 %ile
3 -- 30-40 %ile
4 -- 41-59 %ile
5 -- 60-80 %ile

The distribution of percentile points for each rating decreases
from 20 to 9 because of the critical need to have a command of the
language in order to perform well on these tests, recognizing of
course that knowledge of the English language is not the only critical
factor central to performing well on these measures. It should be
noted that the ratings of 1 and 2 exceed the maximum cut-off scores
found in states with large populations of linguistically different students, however, this type of scale can provide consistency in identification data and is thus presented as such.

Cloze Test
1 -- Raw Score of 0 - 20
2 -- Raw Score of 21 - 30
3 -- Raw Score of 31 - 40
4 -- Raw Score of 41 - 49
5
Raw Score of 50

Cloze measures can be statewide versions based on state adopted
texts or local versions. Decisions will need to be made regarding
which content areas to include as doze texts.

Six Weeks Grades
1 -- <= 59

2 -- 60's
3 -- 70's
4 -- 80's

1

5 - -90's
100

The six weeks grades for each of the content areas can be used as
a formative measure to monitor additional needs for English language assistance The mean of the six weeks grades for the first five
six weeks, either for individual subject areas or across subject areas,
is recommended to assist decision makers in the early identification
of students in need of English language assistance for the subsequent school year. Subject areas to be considered for determining
this mean should at least include Language Arts, Science, and Social
Studies given the language demands of the disciplines.

Observation Data by Grade Level and Subject Area
1 -- Points, identifies
2 -- Names, lists
3 -- Describes, tells (simply)
4 -- Compares, describes (more complex)
5 -- Analyzes, synthesizes

Linguistic information obtained as students engage in academic
work can be particularly insightful for making programmatic decisions for these students. This information can be obtained using
checklists or rating instruments once the desired behaviors have
been identified (see Appendices D-L).
The ratings for each criterion presented above can easily be recorded in sample charts provided in the Appendix section of this paper. Appendix M illustrates an Individual English Language Assistance Needs Profile Chart and Appendix N illustrates a Campus
Language Assistance Needs Profile Chart for use in recording the
pertinent data.
In some instances, decisions will need to be made regarding missing data or non-applicable data. Suggested for use are "M" for data
that is Missing and "0" for data that is not applicable, so that it will
not get factored into the total count. Comments about why the descriptors were not applicable would be helpful in informing future
users of the data and alerting them to changes which may need to be
made. This procedure will ensure consistency in and utility of data
collected.

Distribution of Scores by Category of Need
Once the criteria and the ratings have been determined, the next
step involves the distribution of the number of points possible into
each of the categories of needs -- Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced.
Given the descriptors attached to each rating, the greater the number of points accumulated per child, the greater the child's proficiency in the English language. In contrast, the fewer the number of
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points accumulated for each child, the greater the demand for English language assistance. This inverse relationship between points
accumulated versus need is consistent with current practices in the
various states. Such that, if students are at a "Level 3," they are at
the advanced, near proficiency stage, and if they are at a "Level 1,"
their proficiency in English is virtually non-existent.
To further illustrate this point, if 11 criteria are selected to include in the ELAN Profile Chart as suggested above, then the greatest number of points would equal 55 [5 (rating) x 11 (criteria)] and
the least number of points possible would equal 11 [1 (rating) x 11
(criteria)]. An individual student can total less than 11 points if
there are some data that are Not Applicable (see Note below). An example, of the distribution of points is provided below.
Advanced Stage (Total possible if student scores all 5s or
some 5s & 4s)
Intermediate Stage (Total possible if student scores all 3s
or some 3s and 2s)
Beginning Stage (Total possible if student scores all 2s or

34 - 55

23 - 33
00 - 22

1s)

[NOTE: A score of 0-10 might be possible if there were missing
data. If the criterion was important enough to include, decision
makers may want to monitor the student's performance until the
necessary additional information is available.]

As with every process conceptualized for wide use, certain realities, such as lack of resources, often preclude the comprehensive and
extensive use of recommended procedures. In those instances, the
following alternative is offered:
1.

Deduct five points per criterion omitted from the overall total
and adjust the totals in the three categorical levels accordingly.
55

Total in example (11 criteria)

- 5 Oral language interview
- 5 Observation Data (Social)
45 New Total for 9 criteria

Advanced (Scored all 5s or some 5s & 4s)
Intermediate (Scored all 3s or some 3s and 2s)
Beginning (Scored all 2s or ls, and possibly some Os)

28 - 45
19 - 27
00 - 18
2.

Add five points for each criterion included to the overall total and
adjust the three categorical levels accordingly.
55
5

60

----

Total in example (11 criteria)
State-wide test administered at each grade level
New Total for 12 criteria
102
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37 - 60
25 - 36
00 - 24

Advanced (Scored all 5s or some 5s, 4s, & 3s)
Intermediate (Scored all 3s or some 3s and 2s)
Beginning (Scored all 2s or is, and possibly some Os)

If the school records of students are unavailable due to high mobility factors or recent immigrant status, then certain criteria may be
selected in order to identify language assistance needs upon the
student's arrival. For example, the Home Language Survey, the
Oral Language Proficiency Test, the Previous Schooling, and the
Oral Interview data can all be obtained readily. The distribution of
scores would then be adjusted accordingly so that decisions regarding need and placement could be made. This would ensure that the
student received appropriate services pending the arrival or attainment of additional information such as SAT scores or grades.

Advantages of the ELAN Profile Chart
Although at first glance, the process may seem cumbersome, the
ELAN Profile Chart has many potential advantages. Some of these
advantages include:

Teacher judgment is systematically documented.

Comprehensive information regarding a student's language
proficiency is uniformly documented and available for use by
teachers or parents.

Needs assessment can be conducted during end of the year
LPAC meetings which, in turn, can facilitate student and faculty
assignments for successive years.
Consistency in the identification process is possible in that the
categorization of English Assistance Needs levels are based on
Likert, scale totals with corresponding points of distribution regardless of the number of criterion used.

Autonomy and flexibility in the criteria to be utilized remain
a viable option for the state and local education agencies yet enable the United States Department of Education and the state
education agencies, respectively, to collect data on the number of
students in need of language assistance.

Identification, placement, and exit criteria systematically
documented enable Language Proficiency Assessment Committees to execute their responsibilities conscientiously, consistently,
and equitably.
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Paper work is reduced to a manageable level, utilizing the comprehensive ELAN Individual Profile Chart (see Appendix M) or
the ELAN Campus Profile Chart (see Appendix N).

Future Directions
Four critical mega-steps, if you will, need to be accomplished in
order to implement the use of an ELAN Profile Chart.

First, the criteria to be utilized must be determined, or developed as in the case of the observation instruments. Second, participants in the process will require training in the development and usage of the instruments. Third, the data collected annually should be
evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively to assess any patterns and
note any anomalies. Fourth, longitudinal data should be cross validated for accuracy so that adjustments in the Likert scales can be
made accordingly.
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occasionally asks for
context;

Understands classroom instruction
and

immediately

all classroom

and informal
conversation very well; obtains
oral context
from
meaning

instruction

Understands

The Mcanino System

Semantics

May
appropriate rating. Use RED in October; BLACK in

School

SCHOOL YEAR 19

competencies by circling the

Context:

GRADE

V xabulaty
The lexical System

Indicate the pupil's language

SCHOOL

NAME

ASSESSMENT PORDIAGNOSIS

SCHOOL DISTRICT

RECEPTIVE LANCLUAGE - LISTENING

WHEATLAND ORAL LANPUAGE

WHEATLAND ELEMENTARY

1:3

0

5

speaker

A

S

2

4

which cannot

because of errors which may cause
problems
comprehension
and sentences
Pronounces words
at all
be understood

and sentences
PROUOUtICCS, words
which are not fully understood

speech

error or
2

4

19

settings

difficulty in

in May

and has some

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

figurative language;

figurative language
2
Has a limited vocabulary, may
difficulties in expressing
experience not use idiomatic or

in

lzos

not appear to
way
a comprehensible
in
meaning
Cannot express
at all;
discourse
connected
usually one or two
expressions ate accompanied by
words sometimes
gestures

cannot be clearly
self in
be expressing

which often
Speaks in a manner
understood; does

time

and
native speaker
an averagemake sense most of the
appears to

like that of

a reasonably
understandable manner

Speaks

muse

the level of an
performs at
native speaker

with

in a comprehensible
well in
functions
manner;
informal context
classroom and
no errors or difficulty,
Speaks

speaker

that of a

Speaks in a totally compretsensible
is
manner in any situation; fluency
highly rent native

Semantics
The Meanine System

and can express
Speaks fluently in the classroom S
ideas adequately
language
and other settings;
to be that of
competency appears
native speaker
an average

demonstrate occasional
of nonthe influence
expression or
native speech

informal

is comparable
oral expression
proficiency of native
the language
commensurate age
speaker of
fluent 4
in a generally and in
Speaks
manner in the classroom
but may

in the 5
very fluently
Speaks
classroom and in informal settings;
to

The Structural

Grammar /Syntax
System

Use RED in October; BLACK

Primary Language

2
Speaks haltingly
ideas; makes
and is
difficulty caressing
grammatical errors
many
to respond
frequently unable
ideas; does
speaks at all
figurative language
Often silent; rarefy
limited manner in
in the I
except in a very
deficits result
only
Vocabulary of words, idioms or
informal settings
wrong use
usually silent

estimated at an
Has a vocabulary
for a native speaker
average level
adequately the
and can manage idioms and
matter
subject

of a native speaker

language and

Has an above average socalaufary,
occasionally use figurative
may
idiomatic eltpreSSiOnS

speaker

facility of a

vocabulary, uses

Has an excellent
and idiomatic
figurative language
with the ease and
expressions highly fluent native

in 1
and sentences
Pronounces words be understood
can
a manner that
occasional
but there is evidence of non-native
influence of

and sentences at
Pronounces words
the language
a level comparable tonative speaker
skills of an average

commensurate age

of a native

and sentences
Pronounces words
and with the fluency
of
without error

The Sound System

phonolorry

The lexical System

Vocabulary

School

0

circling the appropriate rating.

Peers

SCHOOL YEAR

Home

competencies by

Context:

GRADE

DISTRICT

DIAGNOSIS AND PLANNINa

SCHOOL

ASSESSMENT FOR

ELEMENTARY

ORM-LANGUAGE

Indicate the pupil's language

SCHOOL

NAME

WHEATLAND

WHEATIAND

Instructional Focus

Performance Indicators

Characteristic

L. Language

circle

act/act out

select
choose

'draw

Develop listening
comprehension
Build receptive
vocabulary

move
mime
match

point

listen

comprehension
no verbal production
communicate with
action and gestures

- minimal

ESL Categories

Level II
Early Production Stage

list

answer

respond

Expand receptive
vocabulary
Design activities
that motivate
students to produce
vocabulary and
structures they
already understand

(1-2 words)

tell/say

categorize

group

name
label

-short phrases

responses

-limited comprehension
-one/two word

Beginning

Level I
Pre-Production Stage

Levels of Proficiency

language eve
Introduce language
experience activities

of

Incorporate reading
and writing activities
into lessors

Continue to expand

support

justify

evaluate

receptive vocabolary
Design activities to
develop higher levels
of language use in the
cement areas

analyze
create
defend
debate

receptive vocabulary
Design activities to
develop higher level

restate
contrast

role.play

summarize
describe

Level V
Near Proficient

Introduce easy-to
-read books
Provide teacher and
peer support (e.g.
cooperative teaming)

analysis

Introduce contrastive

lessons

receptive vocabulary
Design activities to
develop higher levels
of language use
Incorporate reading
and writing into

Continue to expand

indicators

All performance

-lack of experiences
with written language
-scores at or above
40th percentile on
state approved
achievement test

sec

4 ".r.' WA."' "e

...Plc rrn1rnrcs repealed

'sex d any. mon in speech
wxleruands and prod..

'vocabulary approach. .hat
. Am roc Teat. of Lame

wry rod comp...too

-near proficient orally

Near Proficient

-engage in conversation
and produce connected
narrative

speech

-complex errors in

sentences

-very good
comprehension
-more complex

Continue to expand

recall
retell
define
explain
compare

comprehension
-simple sentences
-some errors in speech

-increased

Stage

Intermediate

Stage

Level IV
Intermediate Fluency

Speech Emergence

Level III

Identifying & Instructing the LEP Student

/yy

A% ray

SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

KANEKO' ICS

PERFORMANCE INDICA1URS

LEP PUPH

LEP PUPIL DESCRIPTCRS

PROFICIENCY

Grade K

body parts

r,-410w, commands alacrity insolong

or plants/ammalsire0Ple

names the appropnate sign "wine or
no.living. when slumn tanous °bran

funcron
Dramatizes an appropriate matonn tot
visual dearong weather situation
Mars or touches the oppropnate body
part when is name is mated

Pants to the sppapnate sense organ
when cued malty as to to scow and

upon heanr.g day td week

Treks appal., dm on calendar

member names

.5.1. tot one respainsiblitty of (*mils

Rawl hand when hinhdate is ratted
Lutem to simple directions and Noes
objari In appropnak EtUatoon

Points In self upon hearing name called
Shows picture ol +marinate fano!,
member upon heanng name
Shows age and ages to ba with object
cowmen

ea:cgs...a,

short shorter. shortest and
tall taller tallest
Marches appropriate numeral to picture
of corresponding norther of objects

Sorts three identical pictures into 3

groups heavy/light. dean /any

Picks up taretts and sons min tuir

he tring name

Raises vomit of numeral (11.20) lapin

PR: .110/1/t. (-110 \ STAGP

II

with

!I

urneras

to

about

objects

In

the

dangerous

classroom/school/ home that represent
terms clean or dirty or safe Of

fells

Ilaplams ha...many of each bof y pan an
indtodual has

Divides flung trdo [Hewnea of 'Iran({
and 'non.lotne wink naming It

Leroea

States one function of each of the fen

sentence

I/cantles weather of the day in a simple

Recalls at least three rules or the
flats rotnn
1st-plains location of objects to room

met is desenlvd

Answers with app.:roar< day when an

family meniben.

Contrasts responsthilliks of different

members

Defines speedo mks of vancos family

Isle

Describe...If In relation to either family
manners
I:plains past and future events in ton

Identifies objects in the room with
mortise gen:wine shapes.
C inmates s-ts of Iwo objects/persons
for greater height and/or weight
'Retells steps of addchon/subtraction
pnablem leading to solution
Demonstrates and explains concept of
'greater than* and less than* *nth two
sets of objects

corresponding piny, of ICsIS ejects

C'ouros a IS
Amocates appropnate

Sill CH ESMERGI1C(1. SIM&

compare. contrast

aft..

retail. surnmanze, rtult, desenbe,
role -play. erplain. restate.

wane errors In rime,*

-Increased comprehension
-simple sentences

LEVEL

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

dirtyjaNan or safe/dangeows

labels slot., Wan= win leans

Indicates with one/too words uvalher
tem reflected by innous snuals

lasts all bah parts

vensally of (unman
Slates hod) pants) responobk for each

Names appapnate Sense when rued

thrthdat
Responds with location word :nor when
asked motion of object io another
Names Ninth member when household
responsibtlos ts pan
Sacs duos of utek In onkr

fells hint date
Fells current age and age to be nen

photograph of own immediate family

labels far.) {unman In a personal

numerals 040
Labels groups of objects
cons-spoofing numeral
Names geometric figura

numher of Nye,
Responds .h 'more than or less
than when shown two different

Sequences ards of numerals U.20 from
smaller to larger
Names uppropnaie niencrui 040 opon
seeing usual reflecting corresponding

EARLY PRODUCTION 'Il Mal

name, 1st. label, categorke. group.
tell/say, respond. answer forth one/t.
worth)

'limited comprehension
one /toot word response

LEVEL

Integrated ENGLISH LANGUAGE OEVELOPMEGI(ESL) in the Content Areas

listen, draw. point. aka move. thorn e.
mime art/art out. match, neck

co verbal production

.mintrnal comprehension

LEVEL I

irsc-r sinGi

Other

family

manner.

In

In obtain

fond

and

and

loammes the advantages of good personal
hygiene

Develops cotetr for idenlIfyIng 'Itc.ng*
and non-Ircne

States one function performed by each of
the body parts
Deacnba what the lcss o(s sense might
be like

yesterdays weather

Compares and contrasts today's

and cold
COMparei and contrasts sell to a knonte
Family member.
lusttfies need for two classroom Mks
Haplains need for rarely pescttcns

Supports need Mt protection agon heat

Clothing

Pram,. ways

binhday

Completes an open-ended statement shout
venous family members
Creates and dewnhes an imaginary

rrtanon to self

nat./hes

ustng objects.

Creates and solves oral word problems

Reads and writes 0-20

geometne shapes of vanous chic. In the
room /hone /school
ElJaminea three objects/persons and
desenbeS them m edition to one another

Males a complete statement shalt the

numeral
tu
torresponang mature of 10-20 objects

ni

Courtin In 20.
Aatortatea
appropnate

IVIERACIDIA

analyze. evaluate, create. justify, defend,
support. debate. morrow complete.
descnbe (dead)

-sexy good comprehension
-more complex sentences
-compka errors in speech

LEVEL IV

SCIENCE

SOCIAL SluDIES

NATNERATICS

PERSCRNANCE INDICATORS

LEP PUPIL

oral cornprehenom
-no venial producton

II

Wetos numeral

verbal cue
'elects largest or smallest number to IS)
when asked

2.eltpt number

enures

promote:
mope nu Km

bctwron

'nosh /south /east /west' while

refkdoe or a MUM habitat

Holds up magnet. mirror. magnifying
lent when asked

visual

Indicates 'day/night' when shout
Ninluf plCtUrr.4
Ammer- SlinpiCquearinn, about west her

Ida

or heanng eve
names Ito four season
lasts what ',Anthony require to sustain

Respondeliong/non.hong'sstenseetng

ommmong such direction

States

pm=

friends and clump:es
Names national /cultural symbols and
holdar when shown ampmpnam

heard

Answers 'yes' or 'no' d statements

Names an oppmspnau Amily member
when
a visual
is
shown
and
corresponang role Is spud
Says name of school personnel upon
seem:usual and heanng role described

nth Ont/tan word responses
Names punt pans
Lots animals when rued with

Touches sense organ *nun cued orally
for name and function
Pants to plant pan as dimmed

requested rants to weather
according to verbal cue

Draws sky, sun. cloud. and water when

verbal eon

Rau, he xf when heanng name of bong
things
Points to pktme of season urording to

Arts out roles of lamely members and
school ferSenntl

and holidays
Pants north. south east. west on map
according to verbal cur
Follows simply direcoons uultring
relstne Musson
/ wends

Pants to appropriate picture when pun
verbal cum of rational/cultural symbols

when requested

Holds up pictures of school personnel

member when gums verbal cue

Points to approprode picture of family

Tells piece value of

when asked
Picks out half of a group or region when
asked

Shows penny. nickel, dime or quaner

asked

serval cue
Names math symbols.
Identifies penny. 00501, done and
quarter by Slating correct name
lells value of towns. penny. nickel, dime
and quarter.
Counts to five with ordinal numbers

promote

a

simple

tontnbutes to as life
1/esentses proper diet and

a

plant

/Vat diet

Defines what each pan of

desenpoon of each

!dentet, venous animals Seth a And'

expenment
tells she functions of the various some
organs

°turves and retells steps of

ample sentence

lUuntses each of the seasons in

directIon words

Coves other directons using relative

rules

Responds to qumtioro about safety

Lots bask needs of a family
Describes three wan to
maceration at word and play

school employee.

States one lob ItapOnsatutil, of each

Follows two consecume darecoons
Tells the role of each family member in
simple sentence

CM'S< Senicncc

Uses ordinal numbers though S in a

Measures with non - standard units
Counts coins to-50 cents.

Counts to 103

Points to numbers 1103 according to

Holds up correct math symbol when

subtranon problems with answer
hones oral word problems using
oddlymn and subtraction
'lolls rime to the hour and half hour

or nurture!

213

IP3 upon heanng

States steps to snrong adaton and

SPEECH EMERGENCE STAGE

retell. deunbe,
captain. restate.

Stales number from 0.33 when seem; set

EARLY PRODUCTION STAGE

PRE.PRODICTION SIAM:

summand.

define.
tolelay,
compare, contrast

recall

uncreued comprehension
dimple sentenceS
-some errors in speech

LEVEL I I I

Holds up set when hcanng numerals 0-

tell/say. respond, answer (wnh one/two
words)

IsbeL categonn. group.

names

mune, act/an out match. neck

hut.

dimmed comprehension
.one/two word response

LEVEL

Integrated ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT (ESL) to The Content Areas

Insets. draw, pant. select. mate. choose.

n

LEP PUPIL DESCRIPTORS

1

LEVEL

PROFICIENCY

Grade 1

Compares and contrasts the seasons
Defines opposne charamensom
rough/smooth and Elves cornpdes

traplarns how to care fora per

and good health.

Is

Justifies individual daily intake of food as
a 'proper Mel'.
States the ratatanship between properthet

nOrth/SOuth/eaSt/utst
lolls about safety prattleu pc rsonslly stud
in getting to and from school

Identifies ways that the phyvcal
environment affects how people Me
Cones oral directions in others using

females, and cultures.

Dmentks
detest
an usdoldual
responeible for making Mum school, and
community better
Evian% dnerstly amass indioduals

Uses names of money denominations le a
compkte sentence.

their wntten form.

Creates and saves written word problems
using adan ton and subtraction.
Uses names Of standard and non-standard
measurement in sentence
Recognizes ordinal numbers through S in

INTERMEDIATE FLUENCY STAGE

analyze, cvaliale. create. justify. defend.
support, debate, examine, complete.
describe (detail)

-.try good comprehension
-more complex sentenus
cornpkx errors in speech

LEVEL IV

O

SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

nAlhalUtICS

LEP PUPIL
IMOILAIONS
PERFORMAKE

LEP PUPIL DESCRIPTORS

PRO( ICIENCY

Crock

PM upon nearing

card

2 t. 2"4.

ol (4/4t

to verbal MK
card
of 41(10,41 41149114

ttrAtt4.4.441 ware

alien hearing name

54kt-ft tonro

Nord 07 823 /11470,401$

Pmts to appoints.

anew $440443
Points to paCtureS a
rue
when Mann; isrtal food group card
Hotels up Appropnate
of food
Forum of solid
when Mann; name

long things

or 'a want" upon

wth son&

shown.

fold pouf

aced when

*ben show, picture

in
41.44,4,414 and the

of a ride and 4 0.44

and keys

plant and animal fife.
Makes a chart with bead groups been
venous foods m each category

Vutolues Ms otquence

simple panta
0(10 experience by using

sequence

of maw.
Puente. O. three stales
fife
of plant and animal
the
Mares the :taps
numbers throughout
rung ordinal
anualsons,

cause/effect

Lk to life today

habitat

into mentonmental
desenbrng tads

Componth pehatone Id
Predicts OiltC04444

catcgdoca white

Claulies anneals

a new facility or
Creaks and tolls shuat
seeker for the community.

'Seth about one mdructual
eontrabotion to the community.

Dessau boo the pump
people and Ininjihrop elm has made a

ace& arks

Lapletne why satiety
Defines corona for dounguishingektween
'a need' and 'a want'
of tone efferis

P.spotiats steps
wood).
ordinal members (firo.

and iabk.s...

Canflof co and mtermess

life 4111411444.44

oxen

to teptern personal

of terOuplag to

Uses math concepts

unpOrtance of water to Iron
thinp m amok acntcnrch
about animate and
Answers quesbons complete sentences,
their monronment in
of maps of

Starts UK

about sunsets and
Answers questions
rho communay
facilities provided to

Uses map 4).(04,414

specific roles

Name, communny
each monde.
rupuine senses Much people have
Identifies groups m

a simple sentence

floes an example

Says a complete
day, and year

relates to mat fife upenentes month.
Ole, mcfroding

Stases main 4414WW

upon bean ; or

Idenfittes orattr aPPmPf'.19
or vateurs food.

pinion

names creep

seeing cue.

Staks "sold/hipollgai

dnerlions

Sequences mogul

14114414id 44011 while

hour.

words.

raplauss toncept

Counts from 1.919,

STAGE

defend
creak, justify.
cumtne. complete.

INTERMEDIATE FLUENCY

analyse. mralutitt.
debate,
support,
describe (detail)

compka errors in speech

Nety pod comptchenston
sentences
nose Potpies

LEVEL IV

Measures using
naming ono of 4141144414{14l.
nuking change.
Counts money while
related to the
Uses a mirth eonCept
agenda, in a simple Sentence,
Ism sentence des it

lift steps enth ample

1)lagrams pleat slaps
daemons,

and

19

'Sells time to the quartet

.114 14.4.444 up 144

Vetbatoes Ad...and

Mt picture card.

1:0444111. trite

/1144.41(Ve of either

Names plant or animal

my

States some of

Reatsit 113I444441

Rephes wall 'a need'

(arnmes, and tuck.

Respond:0/th one /tau wards to simple
community people
questions about

a stove a solid

STAIN

captain.

'lamer
indscating
equations
to
than/smaller than/equalsubloAstoo labia
Reed

Instate.

retell, eksentx.

SPEPOI EMERGENCE

recall. summarize,
define, rote-play,
compare. consnut

(unity Wien

trortUnets on pletute

S's, and 10s

by half, Mods.

Gins name of nonunueey

cards

Planes coonnuney

Counts by 2's. S's.

and founhs

names shaded diagrams

subtracnort lam to 19
these symbols 0.
Identifies by name

Gnu the amuse

Counts by onione
their value
Names toms and mans
to AIWA:. and

maxis through le

hearing Humbert to

animal when requested
hearing the name of
Rakes hand when

Shwa appropriate pktore

response

to

uten V40 oral

Demonstrates applopnate
rules
sonpie dassmons

DM.s map symbols
doe tam

amp .Mtn asked

stoic. and ary on
communny
Pentium man country,

reelable upon heartog

numbers

999

ached to compare th.h.,

'even' when metng or

States 'smaller /larger

Says "oar or

St AGE

/equal ti; when

EARLY PROUCCI1ON

word.)

respond. answer

Areas

neressed comprehension
wimple xotences
dome errors in apeech

LEVEL III

to the Content

pomp.
name, 141. 144.41. filernt,
tenth one/two

tux
faciliel or strut
Touches picture of name or pease to

Holds
commonly helper

of approprute
up picturewording to verbal

(hops ohpeets by

DEVELOPAEMI (ESL)

-hooted comprehension
.neleutt wend tespOrue

LEVEL II

Cone, quaner or
Selects penny, nicLel.
half dollar when Anicd
10's

cue

shaded diagrams upon

Nods 'yes" to

numbers

indicate 'tonere when
and
to addifion
Mann answets 19
tub:racoons fans to
hoods of
to halt, thirds. or
n
Pont,
hearing umbel

and another color

rubel cue
for odd numbers
',40.41 004 Mar cant
for even

Ranns numeral cait

PREPRODUCTION :MCC

mime. settfael out.

Islet. draw, point. match. nick

stk.. mom. thou,

wo verbs) prodhroon

-mogul onnipthenkon

LEVEL I

Integrated

ENGLISH I.Alkatark

SCIENCE

SOCIAL SYLOIES

IMTHEMAT ICS

LEP PUPIL
PERSORPULOCE INDICATORS

LEP PUPIL DESCRIPTORS

PROF IC I ENCY

Crude

I

Integrated

d.enbe,

lest.

label.

nitegonre. group.
rciepLly.

sunk:sante

mth

Sekrts fond when called by name

Pants to mountains. nets and soil in
an appropriate prone

and animal
population to their corresponding
habitats
Cocks objects that ;Minot a solid state
underlines politeu that am liquids. and
puts an a owe pictures of gases

Matches moon plant

upon hearing name

Points tic appropriste plant or animal

Matches

community workers
appropeuze pun of empkyment

&morons

hearing name
Folk+. mop upon hearing simple 'papal

Pants to (ono, of tronsponation upon

geographic name
Shows labels Mentav/sparsatie of sou..
reflecong an area of the oo,
Observes
pictures reflecting four
different seasons

Draws land formatun upon hearing

Punts to self upon hearing wet
cultural/ethnic gasp named

trustinng

answer for multiples of 10 and 100 nth
verbal cuing
Place hands of cluck m correct numbers
for orne stated
Ruognoa appropnatc deuces for

husk mares.

tau

Defines
solid,
Nu.). and
Utopiasm two ornpk machines

nutnove value

Comperes and centrum two animals
Ik_scnIses firvonte foods based on

gas

Recalls ovals estimating
&pudic numbest; and lulu

sentences.

Descnbes why a apeofic plant or ammol
rin endangered specks.
Paraphrases the natural habitat of two
animal,.
State. 'photosynthesis' In three

relation to periods

Compares spenrk situ of the City in

descnbing preference.
Captors the meaning of pollution

density/sparsity
noes daemons from home to a specific
place in the city Describet the rob of
one community helper
Recalls all forms of transponaton

Owes name of friend and cultural eihnie
group in a complete sentence.
Describes location of home in relation to
a speedo- land formation
Paraphuses meaning of population

appropnate deuces used to measure
mth traditional and metre systems

math symbol Counts change cnrrectly
Stales answer to multiplication and
&noon facts through 45.
Vcrbalues multiples by 10 and 100
Demonstrates commuuove property
Tells time to foe minute intervols.
Compares and contrasts orally

REST COPY MALE

Groups food according to their mope
moo common nutrient
Calls Ir1.11111.. roots, and mod by
cored names in an appmpnate enure

solid. Wood, or gas

Labels appropriate antmols as
wpm Mating
estinct/endangered'
mines
Names pants and/or animals Ihal Ire m
the mural habitat reflected by pkture
Camp.es numerous pictures as either

Responds 'right* or "wrong' when
listening to dtrechons from own home to
school

Responds nth name or land kimonom
upon teeing ritual cut
Says 'denoty' or 'sparsity upon seeing
usual of a spenfm area of the coy
Names the appropnatt season when
shown visual at weather
Identifies name of community worler
upon seeing instill cu<
lasts modes of transportation onolabk
3n the report

mine systems

Labels and cam:onus Yam. desnro
for musonng oath caret traditional or

multipte. of 10 and ICO
Tells tune to Ore nearest hour

IS with venul um"

Selects correct mimeo:41 answer to

States answer to problems twolung

solution to 5.dipl numerals
Counts change through addition and
subtracoon

multiplication and douren facts through

Explains mail. operalmn anolved for

F ply. math operatmn using name of

.1111/1100

of an endangered

somata,

luarnmea contob000ns of three mayor

a gas

/wines tornervatson prattle.
Analpes miens for solid. liquid, and

plant life, and other animals
Cksaibes in detail plant needs for proper
growth

Defines an amount habitat yncludIng
donate, land formation. surroundinp,

arm.

Defends

Debates (ha dvantages/duadvantages of
mayor industry in the City/RepOn
Tells about favoren moron of year

Ley community places.

romp of the City/Res:ton
Explains why !sad formations affect
populatmn density
scntente desenbing the
Completes
functan of a kcal government sail when
hearing its name
Exam.. nap of the region ducnbing

Evaluates the colt nhuIsOnt Of one Cultural

Amlyres the uhrsntages of the diverse
calm population of the City/Regan

systems *nth appopnate deuces

Mu:tures using traditional and metre

personal events of preuous day

Defines rOmmulat. property
D escribn in detail (5 min intervals) all

product or multipks through 45 and by 10
and 100

Verbal.. mulopl.nd. multipler and

Reads and fumes numeral 1.9.999

context of a simple sentence

seeing a completed problem
Names drlfc rent mins and paper money
denominations
Verhatoes answer ro multiplication and
dension rum thlough 45

Is:1F.RW:01AD: FLULNCY 5rmic

complete.

bales math operation ( ..,../) upon

Punts inappropriate main symbol upon
hearing name of operation
Pants to appropnate can/wee money
upon hearing name

997)1 in

I:HERM:NO:STAGE

...nine

Uses numerals orally (I

support. debate.
describe (detail)

srTnat

restate.

arulyee. evaluate. mat, justify. defend

names numeralt (1 to 9.999)

expiate.

retell,

EARI Y PRODUCTION STAGE

compare. contrast

recall.

Selects appropesale numeral (1 to 9999)
according to se thal cue

tell/my. respond. answer tenth one /too
words)

name.

complex errors in speuh

w ery good comprehension
-more compkx sentences

sane <MOM in speech

sentences

wore.ed comprehension

.bided compreherumn
one /two .card response

LEVEL IV

LEVEL III

LEVEL II

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT (ESL) in the Content Areas

PR.C.PRODUCOON

Wen. draw. punt. seka. ruse. choose.
mime. actract out. match. ern*

no verbal production

coal comptehennon

LEVEL

SCI (MCC

SOCIAL 5,1..C.IES

al NEW ICS

PERFORNARCE INDICATORS

I.E0 PURR.

LEO PUPIL DESCRIPTORS

PROFICIENCY

Grade

SOWN)

each

cave

a ?sue

sterbal

to

each

wire both)

Soma to

to
approvnete matenal
(battery'
construct an electoral arreni

verbal cue

limo ups/mfr.s rinds organ tor

vomit roc

Matcher 'meiotic, terms ut eypntonate

aeon local.* to tine onaher

ms
ray.

or

approptiaw

earthmen

toknlal,

summon..

won,
name of

moor geographical

verbal)

Recalls mope effect, of drug Maw

current

laiploa bow In room. an drama!

organs

hod, own,
La, aH matehal. to coulrun an
clenocal current
S.,,Int}enelpit machines

heal, cotd. en
Recalls component vans of mato, body

rue
Responds nth corms name for venous

using

to

90,0991 sn task

one

.4e

appopimejtnappenpresin

and aortal,

baplains inlerrebolorndop between

picnic

Anefots functions of major body organs
Evalates ant er% conatrucoon of an
clectncal current

CCM..

Jumbo 'way, watter using souther

pani.latr planet

IleWohts why one has Me yet ton' to

reaelityne to safejuinak lenneOons

Analyzes

of the state government

deunhes o with geographuot terms
rksenties the imenetsnorwhip of the pens

inhaboan, erptoreti Of itt.1.111,
and
Creates an undoes/vend land mast

tells the aulasogrephl of one

rasinsriu in Arun Ihe contnnutionso(
culture/ group in report

hundredths

Reads time to swam, mane
lamina moarrest change mooed
Reads thenamette to haat 10 degrees
lleurnbcs math oc....tatton for solving
through
problems with decosals

math ayrnhol

ben,cnrel
Loathes answer to math pralon naming

Reads and won,

11/11.11MPIIIATF 11,ClIlheY 01/101i

analyze. tvalnate. cream, goofy. defend.
comae, complete.
support, debate.
desenbc rdst511

.0055 10 errors In 4..1/

wary prod compreevosson
awe complex SentenCea

Ilefints weather tenni at sir ertuure.

))etenlies the solar
appapnote planet norms

system

reactions
sole/hOoodows fateannen

Roll-plays

pheasant

len. the batom of each pan of Nate

miannara
Defines the
ornuffeetutes

with two .ample eenterwes
t,epl.ons the We vista rues of Ow early
evictor. and the
the
haboani

Ilescolse, tale cultural group in moon

Pnateno

and remeindec of completed drama

aehtrued
Compares couniskol fivenOns
IdennOte the quotient. dmrsor, dondend

sperslic tone (hour and tronutel)
males change with weal esplarouna.
"leas ha snot. to Cocoon was

Thant. memo nth reference to

I options math open boo using
math symbol in explanatia

sentence

Lisa numeral 11

ample

rele0. descnbc,
esplain. mare.

SPEECH I:ME:RC/EMT CI A(11

COtnywit. Mental,

aline

recall.

ample sentences
some coots In speech

*masa. compreherntoo

LEVEL IV

SUM, Ore planets of the solar evilein
Labels weather terms for each stsual

hazard (help tun, stop)

lerlonde with Oneitne, stink tit

upon Wong tunetum

Lata appals.. pan of gancromeni

nhela
geographical (ono

voseal

with

tahaforantS

nnownweenct

Can,

Categontes endendiun into S *Tops

S,one, dnene cultural Vamp% ol '<von

and whole numbers

(taupe separately (racoons. alcnruls.

and angle

lobes a line, One ',erne,. point.

Relates Roman %Warn: to Arabic

component.

Goes tieernynate names of georactne

lama attains to male change

to

opon

weir% a completed pontos:
Cells tone upon seeing ea*
Vetbelites correct answers
multtpticabon facts op to ICO

State, tOtrrel math operation

Swots numerals 1 1.99 599)

EARLS PROM:CP(0S SIAM'

wossILI

telleav respood, answer (LAW one /two

name. Iwo Loki rategortre. group.

<am( two word mations<

LEVEL III

DEVELOWNEXT (ESL) in the Content Areas

awned rompreherann

Places the oblate of IM solar system in

ea

94cafies um& machines wolf

Follows ample espenment directions

Arts out a sake', measure in rcatonw
hazard cue

resource tes sera? cur

Purls

of
to opproproie pan
gewernaWni upon Manna function
Worthies segimpute owl of a nmural

Tor

uman
<trio/et or
Moses seprop',asnarc geoprophwol term

Nan to opprovnal< early inhabitant.

Ryon with serial con

%latent. amyl/nue .101fAr group of

teem: cos

Points io penvine cornrehlent

Codes appropnoie Roman Numeral
.al name
upon Nanny nu

Pools to aepropnam run with
octal rue

correct

&swan facts

04 cas on

woman for each time stated

Moos hands

through 10 a 10

o multipticatioo and

Show, correct anent/ wile serbal comp

Sono to math sp000t upon Manny
awry
flora of a :wen operatan I

according to serial cue

Selects appropnate numeral / l

PRTPRWIll 0110% SI All

Infer. draw, point select.
mime. act /an out. match. cock

antral comprehcosson
-a .anal pcoduction

LEVEL I

LEVEL It

Integrated EnSLISIT LANOIAGE

.

SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

)(ATHENA T ICS

i ND I CA (ORS

insert when heanng name

Selects correct fond group when pare
food name orally
!folds up visual of stage of We ryi ..)

Selects approprtate picture ad mutual tat
Tom when meowing verbal cue

Nun, lit ptClure of energy source when
pate se rbal cue (Loin. nuclear)
Chooses suripk filthier indicated 11,
ordeal rue

\latches capital watt State
torrert map type when named

rev.unr

Matches cultural group card to correct
name upon heenng sciisel rue
Sequences in order first tout periods ml
our country', history
Points to rum. mount On lake meets.
and desert upon rertning serval cuc
MatChei picture .11h name of natural

IdentlfieS pans of fracrniri numunatar
and
denominator and liSr,Sinlike
de...mine:am)

diagram when given oral eve
Draws parallel and perpendicular ham
according In oral rue.

(Tortes appropriate fractoNsal part 01

Holds up appnepnete numeral card ( I
100 000.000) according to roe
Pomp to Owe color It 100(x.sods)
according to our
Shows understanding of terms
'decimal, fraction /whole number' Iss
punting according to verbal cue

PRP-PROM C11(1 'S MAGI:

totem draw, point, select. most choose.
mime. act /act out, match. circle

ENIERCTPNCE: STACIE

major

cultures of

IS

white

and

animals Is)

a

laipLirto the used each simple machine

Names four food pulp% giving an

MST COPY AVAILABLE

rumple of each

lean°.

last stops of performing an <apemen%
Defiriesenerry.conservetton and natural

making en complete simple SCIIICI1Cei.

I Anion) steps o' scientific problem
solvtrig in simple ...ten es
States the steps of snentifie decision

...plate sentence
competes and contrasts ten, distinct
penods of I.'S history

in

labels gages of vital insect bfe pat Ie

shown pictures
labels stages of water cycle
Names planets in solar system

Names stags of phatoostoheso when

C ategomee plants
elamthealtOrt poop

influence or each

matching a 'nu.. 01 a tonirirotion or

csis

bal.,'

rrohlern.solving end

major
developmental changes dunng puberty
Creates a balanced meal using major food
groups in the ratemal (or choice

enter/ and national resources
Creates a chart showing

Defends Pk need for censer...Mon of

Explains the process of photosynthesis.

de-anon-making
1)escnbes the rhartmerisocs of the solar
system's celestial bodies

eaampares science

a M.N.,

government
1-xplairts use of one spenfx map baud on

Defends democracy against other forme of

'arm, Ivrea of maps

Delius 'ecolngwal

of L S diverse cultures
maps

Compares the use of different tyre of

lists major natural resources in the I s
States capital when gnen mato

Supports the need for ecological balance
Analvees the contnbutems and influences

simple sentences

I/carob...a favonte penal of U.S hotory

natonel government
Defines democracy and its porn .plea in

rxplems the pane and functions of

(I

Jongruent, symmetne and
muter polgons and segments
States all steps to solve a 3-place
multiplication problem.

angles
Compares

Explains mein.. nInverStOns
Lsplams use 01 pros rack. while measurtng

Descnbts the cakulatton of evertges

INITERAIEDIATE F1UIINCY STAG'.

analyze. evaluate, ovate, paltry. defend.
support. debate. examine. complete.
descnbc (detail)

-very good cornprehennon
-more complex sentences
- complex more m speech

LEVEL IV

Owes manse of geoglaphir features when
shoun venous ones on a map

Names penals of L IL history os natural
sequence from earliest to mums* times

labels diameter and radio

smallest to largest

Lots meinc tints of measurement from

shaded diagrams

100.000.00)) aloud

radius of nat. round objects
Comperes types of tnangles
Reads
selected nurnvrals

Responds orally soh 'greatest common
factor' or 'least common denonunator"
when porn a lot 01 numbers with one
number shaded for d.stmetion

Names fractional pans when One.m

Skesuss and reporu ellarneten and

Ilasheard

)(estates numben in expended notation
Renames improper I rastions and mixed
tells weight of object musured en scale

tens.

number or 'decimal' when shown

ones.

numerals

of

recall, summence. retell. deurthe.
define. rote -play, explain. restate.
compare. contrast

Responds malty won 'Ironton...whole

Names place salve
hundreds, thousands

(ARIA' PRODUCTION STAGE

words)

lot, label. categorrte, group.
tell/ray. respond. inner (with one /two
name.

orripk sentences
-some <MIR in speech

ociertwo *OM respanu

IEP PUPIL
PERFORMANCE

one:eased comprehersoon

LEVEL III

-limit comprehension

-minimal comprehersvon
-no umbel produenon

in the Content Arnie

LEP PUPIL
DESCRIPTORS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE OEVELOPMeNT (ESL)

LEVEL II

Integrated
LEVEL I

PROFICIENCY

G-ede 2

-no verbal productan

DESCRIPTORS

SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

MAT HERA I ICS

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

label calegortze, group,
toll /ay. respond, anon, (nth one/two

Round out whok numbers and Outman
orally.
Names inf.-matron needed to determine
volume of a boa
Names information needed to determine
arse ol neck
Changes fractions and dennub to

Cbumes torten category of clinic
number. Iranian or denntal upon

anatomical chart

names non-typical plants and anneals
when shown picture
Names own systems

111Willp11011s

Pollan directions to perform simple

nit

Copt. Man, graph, table and diagram
Matches Future of animal /plant to
approprote name nth verbal ring
Punts to male and female reprodunson
system. when asked verbally. on an

semis.

and

Tells man of length of °Igen in mein

table

diagram by punting Collaring urinal

graph.

Identifies chars

aftml

heave; desenpoon of menthe

Sektu appropute instrument

rtes reference materials seed In social
studies elan
Lists charaetenanu of culture

Sequences picture card events of a
dernonarazion after obsounon

when cued verbally
Identifies referent< matenals when
celled for such as 7141, dictionary.
ennclopedut

map

Points out geographical features on a
map when toed orally
Punts io graph, chart. able or mutate
Shows movement of people on a map
according to thrections pen
Isbek stages of trade development

Identtfies geographical futures on

Names natural resnurces

Reads temperature in degrees Celsius

according to verbal cue

resources

Grit mein measurements of kngth.
opacity and mw

square. and circle when swakdverbally

Sekets picture of natural

percent orally. win flubanl cue.

Points out angle. segment. tnangle,

numbers upon verbal cuing.
Pols out torten petted Indicated
verbally, when given a choke 00 paper

mewls; verbal cue
Selects improper fractions or mixed

EARLY PRODUCTION STAGE

PRE. PRODUCTION STAGE

words)

name, len,

nee/two stud naponse

compreheauon

LEVEL I I

technology.

a

graph

or dun based on

Differentiates henceee fact and nynnion
based on semantic method
repinduelive cystems
Supports conclusions
obserattOns made

drawn

wilt

tuplains functms of oak and female

{y{4t19.

typtcal and nonayptal types.

information given
Descant, the funs-noes of venous organ

Creates

Congeners plants and antmak into

Instrument% and their

to another student

Gnu direcnons for simple mouttgatton

UM special maps and prase prora-nons to
acquire Information

Marl

C.oes a timeltne of trade devekirnent

Interprets infoneanon on a graph. than.
table. or timeline

another country
C.ornparsa the technology of yestentarinth
Mar of today
Explains the use ci map key or legend

Compares the coloneratan rot US. mth

(culture).

end physical futstru affect settlement

Destnbu how climate. natural scsonces,

and factions to percents.
Predicts probable outnanes when green
simpk situations

Explains rues. of convening decimals

uses

lairs

Sequences the events of a teacher
dernorotration
Interprets simple graphs. dans, tables
and diagrams to MIMI' basic questions

Mau, and ucurteny in short sentences

annutan in own words
Provides examples of

Defines cokmeration, settlement, and

Slates the factors that C0111111111C an
=MOW. 1)11C111.

Lots the factors that constitute a
political system.

fractions as decimals

Renames decimals as cantons and

Compares raises 10 &lent.. NurvIlk1Lfr

a boa

Defines Mangle. circle. segment, boa and
angle.
Defines mass capacity. length. and
volume.

Explains reduction ci Inn-lions

and derma&

Esplatns process of cakutattng area of
neck
Describes process M ululating volume of

INTERMEDIATE. 11.I/ENCY STAGE

desalt. (detail)

analyze, evaluate. create, angry. defend
support, debate. carmine, complete.

-very good somprehenucia
-more compka sentences
-complex ernes in speech

LEVEL IV

Paptams rounding out of whole numbtrs

SMELT) EMERGENCE STAGE.

summarne, retell, describe.
define. role-play. explain. restate,
compere. contrast

-increased comprehension
-simple sentences
-some errors in speech

LEVEL III

Integrated ENGL ISM LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT (ESL) In the Content

draw, punt, Ickes. mon. chase.
mime. act/an out. match. nrck

answanal comprehenston

LEP PUPIL

LEP PUPIL

LEVEL I

PROF ICIETICY

Grade

C.4

CD

SPECCII EMERGENCE SIAGE
Lasts the information needed to cakulate
Surface am*
Restates fractions as decimals, and
decimals as fractions
Restates decimals as percents and
decimals
Predicts outcome of a given situation.

orally with 'fraction'.
'decimal'. 'mixed number..or "cement'

SCIENCE

SOCIAL STUDIES

IIAINENAT ICS

recall,

sumnurne.
retell, desenbe.
explain. reState,

Names significant geographic featurm

Defines "confl. and 'controuctsr

clunge has on cultural change
Commietes questions regarding pnblcal
system of another country.

their contnbutions
Creates a than
geographical epochs

culture

Descnka'coopersint group 'wham,' in

on the %matrix,.
Greet directions for sung microscope
Tells tolume of object in mane units.

expenment

Holds up correct numeral (1 .4) upon
heanng corresponding part of

BEST COPY AMBLE

using

human activity.

maprope

graph form
Erptains the effect that human sanity has

Lots ways the errnronment effects

the

statement

We must
ton'

ow, or someday our artlessness sell take

appreaste and raped the environment

Defends

Collects data and own... in column or

effect on the enutronment
Follows directions for

terms of class expenments
conclusion

Damn human tricot. and their

according to verbal cue.

Pants to major parts of nurnrwcope

the microscope.

Descnbcs the pens of an expenmert
hypothesis, procedure, results.

Tales...meson information regarding U
listing major
political system

Sequences pictures for property wing

States -Win( or 'non-km( when

charamenst.
Diagrams the effect that technological

significant nmtnbutions while slating
major

Names men and anwnen who have made

Draws a replica of world cut.n today
and a prediction of tomornm's world

depicting

Ifilri1111111.

oe "wntine after seeing demonstration

between cultures or matrons.

and N.C. meta:Wig onion, function.

c.w.o.., of non.wenern world
Reports on a conflict or controversy

development of civilleatmn
Compares cralseation Of whole world vdh

Inventtons that have transcended time

chart of several great ideas and

'repotting',

Makes

Explinns the geographic transition from
prehotonc to htstone times.
Relates geographical features to

Defines 'prime' and "composite'

integer.
Outlines steps for finding the mean

Captain how to find the opposite of an

percent one number as of another.

Describes the poxess of finding what

decimals and decimals to fractions
ITesenties the process of changing percent
to decimal and decimal to percent

Explams the conversion of fractions to

INTERMEDIA111 FLUENCY STAGE

analyze. evaluate, create, justify. defend.
support, debate. esannise. complete,
describe (detail)

-very good comprehension
-more complex sentences
-complex errors in speech

'drama...on'. 'drawing', 'modeling'.

asked orally
States
'discussing'.

Disongutshes verbally between
'prehisione vs 'histone

knaves area on !Jobe or map when

NAMes the major geographic epochs

gm*

Locates information requested on

role -play.
compare, contrast

deft..

pictures of geographical
changes upon heanngompiecksenption
Responds with "yes. or 'no' to quest ions
posed orally about simple chart
Sequences

sentences

401ro errors in speech

LEVEL IV

shown pictures
Identifies major pans of microscope
Name four pons or an csrenntent

Points to correct picture upon heanng
'tonne or 'non-Irving'

Pants to picture of map. lobe. chart. or
graph according to verbal ate.
Selects correct symbol (predetermined
when heanng the tern...sonar (people).
'political'
"cconotrc'
(money) "intelkaual" (bead). and
'cultural' fflagAl.
Acts our according to verbal cue
'drawing-.
'w mg".
'discussing'. 'reporting'. and
-dramattrine

Selects appropnate picture when heanng
geographical feature

orally green coordinates.

Holds up appropnau figure when aged
for congruent. smiler or 34) figures
Pants to correct spot on graph when

figures orally when sham figure
Tells the length of an object in meow
units
States the surface area of a 3-0 figure

!dentine, congruent, similar and 3.I)

Categonres a list of numbers under
'prone' and "rompoote. headings.

mixed Ember. or percent according to
oral directions
Identifies a coned number when asked

'pome' or 'composite

when shown a Eastward.

Pants to a fraction. whole ming..

exponent with verbal cuing

Responds

PAM If PRODUCTION STAGE

PRE.PRODUCITON SIAM:

power erressed hy

list, label. categontt, group.
tell/say, respond. answer (with one /two
words)

listen. draw, point. Select. mace. ChM..
mime, act/act out, match. cock

PERFORM-NEE INDICATORS

Selects correct

Mane,

-no verbal production

DESCRIPTORS

LEP PUPIL

Itmited comprehension
one /two word response

ncreascd comprehension

LEVEL II

-mammal comprehenston

LEP PUPIL

LEVEL III

Integrated ENGLISH LANGUAGE 0E4ELOPNENT (ESL) in the Content Areas
LEVEL I

PROSIGIENCT

Grade 7

I-

o

4 1J

SCIENCE

Ldrial STUDIES

KAINENAT IC:

LEP PUPIL
PERTORIONCE INDICATORS

real comprehension
-nonsnrbol production

Integrated

correct mom when pen

tonnes.

Pante to canitormuutet. repro...
',Scarab:WV
trier% On an

cue

ale.
volurne.

rnaii

to
and

methods and allernatnts

to

eaperement

with

amt.

Charts systems
problem/Messes

and

common

Chooses manner in Much data should be
preeented when pion experiment
li1.11011.
billet the ceps followed in an
expeornent

Menlo.

Performs

corsalve and pm.ne eanlis phyla.]
prupnHa

Lacs

between
change and

relationship
invention. technolopcal
easel problems

Diagrams

and values and beliefs the represent

Leos major fcatum of the COftlilull.

colon:ration. as well as problems

Cyprus. ruse. for exploration and

pace

a

chan stmAng effect of
geographkal endue. on settlement
Creates

terriskratute
perinea 'circumference' in own words
Defines 'parallelogram in awn words
I Ms steps for finding circumference of
a nick and area of
truing: and
parallelogram
IOC.. information oquesied in graphs
man. median, and made

CalCulaie

lasts steps for prime factor:tarpon
Pro.sdcs information nci.tor,

Reads number!, written in anenork
notation

SPISPCli f MRILGENCIs MAGI:

recall. newton's. retell. descobe,
define.
tolerplay. captain
mime.
compare. contrast

mom errors in speech

-simple sentences

...cased comp:ea..,

LEVEL III

In the Consent Areas

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

anatomical chain. according to wheal

and

sacrist equipment
Pairs Omase with apprtepnate waken
indreannt place of occurrent<
Names potcntol disease when hearing
the name of an otpn

Palms mirk oral dirertiOnt (or using

Performs an ea:consent enth simple

to U S Culture

relating to contributions or km son..

Raponds 'Its' or 'no' 10 stalemate

Very

from Colonial to present the Anwnca
while !manna simple &annum,
Shades in a map eV Ilk L S elloanng
grouth while heating and rummitron

specific contnbuteon
Sequences pictures of cultural changes

contnbuted to the l S upon heanng

Names nun and amen who have

Wenches mein, median, and mole

combmaterens

square. rectangle. nrcle
labels parallel and peependenalac Imes
Tells number of permutations or

Names gear.. shapes

oral estimai. of area volume. mass and
temperature
Palmal. 0011) the area. volume. mass
or temperature

verbal nreentons
egulyment

in

Remake. loth 'vet: or 'no' when given

ndreCt number. smiler
sacriee mutton. upon hearing
Selects

IsARI V PRODUCTION NIAL,I-

la

label. eategonee. group.
rell/Say, reaped. answer (with arse /ten
non-it)

name.

one/Pao word roam

Shows appopnate peer
when cued veltolly
of

I I

-limited compech<esion

LEVEL

ENGLISH LANSDALE DEVELOPMENT (ESL)

ample wheal Menlo.

Perfumes an expenmeni enth pic..re and

culture' development and a conintrubon
peruke. indicating match or no mach

'm' alien silvan
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Response to Jo Ann Canales's Presentation
Julia Lara
Council of Chief State School Officers,
Washington, DC
The comments outlined below draw extensively from the work of
Ed De Avila, and from a report recently completed by the Council of
Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) titled, "Recommendations for
Improving the Assessment and Monitoring of Students with Limited
English Proficiency".

The author of this paper should be commended for bridging the
gap between our knowledge of socio-linguistic theory of language
learning and the application of the principles of this theory to the assessment of limited English proficient students. There has been for a
number of years agreement within the field concerning the need to
encourage the use of integrative approaches to language assessment
(observations, interviews, dictation, etcetera. However, as noted in
the paper, these approaches can be costly and time consuming and
consequently districts have been reticent to use these approaches extensively. Another key barrier preventing the use of these approaches has been the absence of an operational definition of a limited English proficiency student and of a fully English proficient student (see CCSSO document for conceptual definition of LEP and
FEP)1. The methods of assessment outlined in the paper; the rating
scales; and the social and academic data elements suggested are important elements of a comprehensive data collection system on LEP
students.

However, there are a number of areas that need clarification and
perhaps elaboration in this paper. The following comments discuss
each of this areas of concern.
The discussion of state assessment and data collection practices
is limited given the limited number of survey responses obtained by
the author. A more extensive discussion of state assessment and
data collection practices is contained in a publication by the CCSSO
titled, "Summary of State Practices Concerning the Assessment of
Data Collection about Limited English Proficient Students." This report lists on a state by state basis, the pre-screening, classification,
placement, and exiting procedures and instruments used in each
state, and types of instrument. The report also identifies data elements collected at the state level on LEP performance and academic

status.

Differentiation needs to be made between procedures used for
classification of language proficiency status from those to be used for
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placement. It appears that the author suggests that integrative approaches used be used for purposes of classification along with the
traditional oral language proficiency and achievement tests. While
in the ideal situation this would be the best course of action to follow,
we cannot loose sight of the realities (limitations in funding, personnel) at the local level, and the importance of identifying students
within a reasonable period of time. In states with large numbers of
LEP students, LEAs are advised to screen, classify, and place LEP
students in language assistance programs within 30 days of enrollment. Districts in these states must use methods that are simple,
effective, quick, and efficient. I am not convinced that, for purposes
of classification, local practitioners can use all three assessment
methods suggested (oral language proficiency tests, achievement
tests and integrative tests) within 30 days or less. In spite of the
limitations inherent in the language proficiency tests (do not measure all four language areas) districts may need to rely heavily on
these instruments' use for purposes of classification2. However, it
makes sense to use integrative approaches in borderline cases when
student's score on the language proficiency tests are close to the cutoff point.

For purposes of placement, monitoring language development
and mainstreaming LEP students into the English-Only classroom, it
is essential that the communicative based approaches outlined in the
model be used by classroom teachers on a consistent basis. These assessments are particularly important prior to decision-making points
along the LEP student educational continuum. A review of state
practices shows that, for placement purposes, no state requires the
use of observations, although 33 states do recommend that these
methods be used. In terms of interview methods in five states they
are required, while in 23 states they are recommended. Unless these
procedures are required by the state, it is difficult to sort out when
and how districts use integrative approaches. It appears that in
many instances, LEAs opt for the least expensive option. Thus, at
the national level, we do not have a clear picture of local practice regarding use of various assessment instruments. However, we do
know that LEAs with resources are more likely than others to use a
variety of assessment methods for purposes of placement and exiting.

In terms of reclassification, there is no doubt that, at the classroom level, teachers need to have information about what students
can and cannot do relative to the linguistic demands of the mainstream classroom. Without this normative information, placement
decisions are likely to be made in isolation of the classroom context
and may result in premature exiting of LEP students from the language support programs. Integrative methods are certainly the most
valid mechanisms for providing information to teachers about student linguistic performance.

More needs to be said about issues of reliability. Some concerns
have been raised about the extent to which rating scales can be applied systematically across various contexts. Ed DeAvila has noted
in his writings that teacher rating is problematic because they are
highly dependent on the teacher's language background, the
teacher's familiarity with the child, and the teacher's knowledge of
language development (Ed DeAvila, 1990). I am not certain that
these concerns have been addressed by the model. Assessment experts may need to look more closely at this issue relative to the recommendations outlined in this paper.
The use of socio economic data for purposes of identification and

placement can be misused. The author asserts that this information
can be used as an indicator of "oral/aural stimulation received in the
home" and subsequently suggests family income as the measure of
SES. The relationship between lack of stimulation in the home and
development of linguistic skills in the LEP students' first of second
language needs further exploration. There is no direct relationship
between poverty status and inability to learn a second language as
there is between poverty and academic achievement (broadly defined). To imply that there might be a positive relationship between
the two is to minimize the role of both the developing linguistic and
literacy skills of LEP students independent of socio economic background. The author needs to strengthen the case for the use of SES
as an important element of the profile and show how it bears on language learning.

In terms of data collection, the data elements contained in the
ELAN profile will be useful in terms of classroom level instructional
needs. However, for decision making at the state and local level, the
data set needs to be more comprehensive. Administrators and decision makers need information that can be used for program evaluation/development purposes such as referrals to special education,
placement in categorical programs, dropout rates, attendance, retention in grade and much more.
Finally, while this paper identified the key assessment methods
essential for student identification, it did not outline how these various assessment methods would relate to each other and at what
point in the educational experiences of the LEP student. Nonetheless, the ELAN Profile chart is a promising mechanism for decision
making at the local level. With additional development it should be
very useful to practitioners and to officials in state education agencies.
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Notes
' The CCSSO publication cited above, "Recommendations for
Improving....Limited English Proficiency," contains a definition for
a limited English proficient student and for a fully English proficient student.

2 Along with the information obtained in the screening devise,
Home Language Survey.
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Response to JoAnn Cana les' Presentation
Robert Rueda
University of Southern California
The paper by Dr. Jo Ann Cana les on innovative practices in the
identification of LEP students set out to accomplish three distinct
goals. One was to provide information on current identification practices by state departments of education, including measures which
they suggest or propose. A second goal was to present a way to systematically identify LEP students through the use of multiple alternative criteria. Finally, the last goal was to outline a paradigm that
would permit state departments to collect consistent data for students in need of English language assistance. In preparing my comments, I have followed the order of the main points made in the paper, and therefore I will present those comments in that sequence.
At the end of the commentary, I will present a set of suggestions for
possible future drafts of the paper.

Current Practices
In order to provide data on current practices around the country,
Dr. Canales conducted a survey in which seventeen states were contacted. Responses were received from eight of these states. Although there were practical constraints on collecting this data due to
limited time, certain details were omitted from this early draft of the
paper which would have been desirable from a methodological perspective. For example, it is not entirely clear exactly what the state
department representatives were asked in terms of survey items. In
addition, information about sampling would have been useful as well.
For example, how were these seventeen states selected? In examining the states that responded, some of the states with significant
numbers of language minority students were absent, including
Florida, California, and Arizona. Since states vary significantly regarding proportions of language minority students, they are not all
weighted equally in terms of importance, and it would be interesting
to have additional data on what other states are doing. These limitations in terms of sampling need to be taken into account in interpreting the generalizability of the survey results.
Notwithstanding these potential limitations regarding
generalizability, there appear to be two major findings which
emerged from the survey. First, there is wide variation in terms of
current state practices. This is not altogether surprising, however, it
does suggest that aggregating data and arriving at a summary statement regarding national practices is not a simple or direct matter.
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The second finding is that, if the measures the states are using
are examined, in addition to the Home Language Survey which is
used by almost all, there is a strong reliance on standardized tests
and oral language proficiency tests. In attempting to evaluate this
pattern, it is useful to ask what is currently known about language
in terms of research and theory and then compare that with current
practices.
Although the body of research on language and bilingualism is
immense and complex, there are some generalizations which would
likely result in wide agreement. For example, work in linguistics,
anthropology, cross-cultural psychology, cognitive psychology, and
other fields suggest that language use (and by extension, "proficiency") is context-sensitive and context-specific. Proficiency is no
longer viewed as a fixed, invariant, "within-the-head" phenomenon.
Secondly, language is inherently social. It is acquired and used in
social settings for social purposes. Thirdly, language is acquired, not
learned. That is, it is rare to see a parent saying to a child, "Today
we are going to learn plurals" in the normal course of the day's activities. It is acquired in natural settings in the course of people's
needs to accomplish specific social activities such as eating, dressing,
and so forth.

Another thing which is known about language is that it is used
in order to accomplish meaningful activities. That is, it is purposeful, a tool in order to accomplish everyday tasks. It is also a tool in
the sense of being a sign system, which is used to mediate cognition.
In this sense, there is an intriguing link between language and
thought as Piaget, Vygotsky, and many others have noted. A final
point about language is that it can be seen as an integrated part of a
larger system of literacy. Therefore, if language is broadened to include written language and so forth, then perhaps the focus on oral
language is overly narrow.
If the above generalizations about language are taken as a simplified summary of current views, and compared to the reported
practices of state departments of education, there is not a great deal
of correspondence or match. Specifically, the heavy reliance on standardized tests, achievement tests, and oral language proficiency measures as reported in the survey suggest that an outdated view of language is being used to drive practice.

Comments on an Alternative Model:
The ELAN Profile Chart
Taking the same general points about language as a starting
point, the author's proposed model can be compared tr the generalizations described above as well. In the paper, Dr. Canales discussed

the theoretical base of the model as being sociolinguistic. As described in the paper, it is fairly consistent with the generalizations of
language outlined earlier, certainly much closer than reported school
practices.

The proposed model suggests that data be collected in three areas: oral language proficiency, social data, and academic data. The
use of multiple evaluative criteria is suggested, and it is proposed
that the scores can then be converted to Likert-scale ratings. From
these converted ratings, a profile can be constructed and a classification derived, resulting in a designation of either advanced, intermediate, or beginning level.
Although the proposed model is certainly more comprehensive
than what is currently being carried in many school districts, there
are some components which might merit consideration for inclusion.
One, for example, would be data on the affective state of the child
with respect to first and second languages and their usage. As my
colleague at USC, Steve Krashen suggests, the affective state of the
child is important in terms of how rapid and effective the second language acquisition process is, and is an additional but important piece
of data.

Another important piece of data of great interest would be the
socio-political context in which the first and second languages are
being or have been acquired. The relative status of IA and L2 has an
important impact on the child's acquisition of language, yet it is normally ignored in the assessment process because the focus is exclusively on the child.
A major component of the ELAN Profile Chart is the Likert-scale
score conversions, which in essence is a data-reduction technique.
That is, data from various types of proposed measures are converted
to a five-point scale, making the data more comparable. However,
when data is reduced by this or any other technique, precision is lost.
As an example, a percentile score of 83.5 on a standardized measure,
when converted to its transformed equivalent on a five point scale in
order to make it more comparable to other data, loses some precision.
This may be useful in aggregating and summarizing data across districts and/or states, however data is converted to an ordinal scale of
measurement. That is, it is possible to say that a four is less than a
five, but not how much more, and the distance between a three and a
four, for example, may not be equivalent to the distance between a
four and a five.

Another consideration in the proposed model is that equal
weights are given to each of the proposed indicators, if my understanding is correct. Assuming that it is, this would suggest that the
data from the Home Language Survey would be equivalent in impor129

tance to protracted observational data in a large number of contexts.
Is it logical to equate the meaningfulness or usefulness of these
distinctly different sources of data? I would suggest that this point is
certainly open to question.
One of the curious aspects of the proposed ELAN Profile Chart is
that many of the alternative measures proposed were already listed
as options by many state departments of education. An important
question, it seems, is why are states not using these measures already? These alternatives to standardized tests already exist and
are available, suggesting that perhaps the development of completely
new measures may not be what is needed in the assessment of LEP
students. The alternatives which do exist are not extensively used,
and I will return to this point shortly.
One point of contention with the proposed ELAN model would be
the almost exclusive focus on oral language, more specifically English oral language. It seems this is overly restrictive in light of how
language and literacy are currently viewed. From my perspective, it
would be desirable to consider relative linguistic proficiency, not only
in English but in the child's native language as well. Secondly, I
would suggest broadening the scope to a wider focus on literacy as
opposed to oral language exclusively. This might mean more attention to written language and other forms of literacy which are traditionally separated for assessment and instructional purposes. However, given the strong relationships among these, and the current
view of language and literacy as part of a complex whole, separating
out oral language from other parts of the child's development may
not be the most advisable course.

A final point with respect to the ELAN model has to do with the
distinction between classification and diagnosis. The former is the
term for sorting and comparing students. That is, who is lower? Who
is higher? Who goes into this group? Who goes into that group? The
latter term, in contrast, refers to data used to derive intervention or
treatment. The conceptual distinction between these two terms is
often confused in discussions or assessment procedures. My understanding of the ELAN model suggests that it is concerned with the
issue of classification. Certainly Likert-scale conversions will allow
one to say who is higher and who is lower on one or more measures.
However, data of this type are not terribly useful for day-to-day instructional decisions. Data of the type provided by converted standardized scores are severely limited. If the concern is "What does
this child know and what is the next thing this child needs to work
on?" For the practitioner needing to know, "What do I do with this
particular child today?" Global comparative data does not provide a
very specific answer. Simply put, I would like to argue for increased
attention to instructional relevance and data more accessible to instructional personnel.
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Considerations for Future Revisions
Obstacles to change. In this final section, I would like to provide
some suggestions for consideration in future revisions to the paper
presented. One critical question has to do with the obstacles to
change in educational institutions. A great deal of attention is currently being given in assessment circles to alternatives to traditional
standardized assessment, which many have described as problematic. Why is it, however, that even when alternatives are available
they are not heavily used? I would like to propose two hypotheses
which might merit consideration as alternative assessment models
are developed and considered.

One hypothesis is that teachers, bilingual specialists, and other
practitioners in school settings have a particular schema or mental
model of assessment. That is, this mental model provides a unified,
logical framework of thinking about what assessment is, why it is
used, how it fits together with instruction, and so forth. One possibility is that the mental model of assessment embedded in schools is
very different from that embedded in the work of those researchers
and theoreticians concerned with developing alternative assessment
models. However, these underlying assumptions and belief systems
are rarely taken into account. Innovative practices which do not
neatly fit into one's existing mental model are ignored or discarded.
Simply put, it is not enough to develop and disseminate alternative
assessment models or procedures without taking into account the existing belief structures of the "end users." When viewed in this perspective, the failure of school practitioners to incorporate new assessment developments is logical and understandable. Unfortunately,
rather than examining test-users, research (mostly guided by a psychometric framework), has tended to concentrate on the technical
characteristics or procedural aspects of the tests themselves with
little attention to those who would use them. It is important to recognize that many of the new innovations in assessment methodology
and theory are rooted in a different paradigmatic framework from
that familiar to many practitioners.
A second hypothesis is based on Mehan's work on educational decision making in special education. In his ethnographic examination
of the referral, assessment, and placement process, he found that decisions were rarely made on the basis of rational consideration of test
data and other child-related characteristics, as is assumed to take
place in current law. Rather, he found the process to be characterized by "social negotiation," trade-offs, and bargaining; A child's
educational fate often depended upon these interpersonal negotiations among educational personnel. In trying to make sense of these
findings, Mehan assumed that all the actors were not malicious or
incompetent. Rather, he concluded that their behavior was rational
given the "institutional constraints" under which they were forced to
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operate: limited time, budgetary shortages, conflicting laws, and so
forth. The conclusion was that these very powerful everyday constraints had an overwhelming impact on day-to-day behavior, and
what appeared irrational on the surface actually made sense. By extension, it can be assumed that there are such constraints in institutional settings such as state departments of education, school districts, and individual classrooms which mitigate against change.
These have yet to be studied, although it is possible that they exert
significant pressure on the implementation of new assessment procedures.

The Larger Context of Assessment
One point that I would like to see addressed in this paper is increased consideration of recent developments regarding assessment
at the national level. As an example, there is much talk about more
authentic assessment to reflect closer alignment to authentic curriculum (c.f., the California Language Arts Framework) and to recent
theories of cognition and learning. Portfolios and other innovations
are being widely discussed, even as pressure is mounting for national
indicators of performance. It is likely that the next few years may
usher in significant change in how assessment is conceptualized and
used because of events taking place at the national level. The work
discussed in this present paper under consideration should not be
treated in isolation from these developments, but rather should be
considered within that larger context.
The issue of entry and exit. One factor which might merit further attention in future work on this topic is the whole issue of entry
to and exit from bilingual programs. At present, it appears that
schools operate from a rather inflexible, all-or-none system that is
heavily reliant on standardized assessments. It would be useful to
consider more flexibility within this system, especially since learning
is not conceptualized in such an all-or-none fashion. How could alternative assessment for LEP students be restructured to assist in
this process?
The issue of eligibility. Because of my background in special education, I have a special sensitivity to the whole issue of eligibility.
This has been a central concern of the field, and I would like to hope
that in the treatment of language minority students we learn from
the mistakes which have been made. Historically, much attention
has been placed on the question, Who has learning problems, and
who does not? Who should receive services and who should be excluded? Tremendous amounts of scarce resources are spent on generating psychological reports and making complicated eligibility determinations. Entry into the system in most cases is dependent upon
meeting a certain profile or criteria. In spite of the fact that the as132°

sessment methodology and procedures are often technically inadequate, the field has focused on making finer and finer distinctions
between groups of students at a tremendous cost. However, much of
the assessment data collected during this sorting process does not
readily translate into educational prescriptions. Moreover, many
have argued that there are not really separate treatments for all the
various diagnostic categories once they are filled.
The field of special education is currently in the midst of widespread controversy precisely because of these factors. It would be my
hope that, in the field of bilingual education, we could avoid and even
learn from some of these same mistakes. In order to meet these challenges, truly innovative developments are required at the level of assessment. However, it is not sufficient to consider the procedural aspects of new assessment methodologies apart from the new paradigms in which they are embedded or apart from the social contexts
in which they will be used, that is, individual classrooms.
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